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What’s in this book? 
Important information that will help you understand how our kits work, the 
differences between them, and what life will look like using solar power.  

If you’re already familiar with how off-grid solar works, feel free jump to the Solar 
Kits section. If you’re new to off-grid solar, we recommend reading the Knowledge 
Base section first, to help you understand the terms used and the basics of how 
the systems work.  
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What to expect when you go GridFree 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DIY-FRIENDLY 
INSTALLATION 

With detailed 
instruction manuals, 

videos, and phone 
support, our kits are 

easy to install yourself 
(or hand to a sparky). 

 
 

 

NZ WIDE DELIVERY 

We deliver our DIY kits 
nationwide, so you can 

have the luxury of 
power in even the most 

remote locations. 
 

 

 

HIGH QUALITY 

We've spent years 
testing our gear to 

ensure it's as efficient 
and reliable as an off-
grid set up requires.  

 

 

 

TRANSPARENCY 

No hidden costs, no 
over-engineered 
solutions. All the 

information you need is 
on our website - 

pricings, specs, and 
more. 

 

 
 

EXCELLENT 
SUPPORT 

It's easy to choose the 
right kit with our expert 

guidance, and we're 
happy to help with any 

issues, questions, or 
upgrades! 

 

 
 

COMMUNITY 

Join up with our 
community of 140k+ 

off-gridders for 
knowledge sharing and 
support to live off-grid 

in NZ. 
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Knowledge Base 
 

Common Solar Terms And Their Meanings 
 
Ampere (Amp): Unit of measurement for an electric current. Metaphorically, 
it’s the volume of water flowing through a pipe. 

Amp-hour (Ah): amount of charge in a battery that will give you one amp 
for one hour. E.G., one AA battery has 2–3-Ah, and our batteries have 200-Ah. 

Battery Bank: a group of batteries wired together to store more power than 
a single battery would hold. These store electricity created by solar panels.  

Battery Charger: controls the charge going into the batteries, separate unit 
used to allow a generator to charge the batteries in a solar power system.  

Charge Controller: monitors how much energy is stored in a battery and 
controls how fast that energy gets stored or removed to ensure optimal 
performance and lifespan. 

Deep Cycle Battery: most common battery used for solar power storage, 
designed for constant heavy depletion and recharging over its lifespan. 

Depth of Discharge: amount that a battery is run-down - if 50% of the 
energy in a battery is used, then the depth of discharge would be 50%. 

Grid-tied: power system connected to the grid. In solar, it’s a system that 
can feed power back into or use energy from the grid as needed. AKA Mains 

Off-grid: A power system with no grid connection, e.g., a generator or solar. 

Hybrid Inverter: combines a charge controller, inverter, and battery charger. 
Allows for alternate energy input, such as a generator, to easily be part of 
your solar system. 

Inverter: allows you to use the power stored in the batteries (12/24/48V DC) 
for all your standard household appliances (240V AC). 

Solar Array: refers to the full set of solar panels in a solar power system. 

Solar Power System: the collection of components used for solar power. 
E.g., solar panels; a charge controller and inverter; and deep cycle batteries. 

Sunlight Hours: hours when the sun is in the sky without cloud cover. 

Voltage (V): Unit of measurement for electrical potential. Metaphorically, it’s 
the pressure of water in a pipe. 

Watt (W): unit of measurement for power, equal to Volts x Amps. Used to 
describe potential power consumption of an appliance, e.g., 100W TV. 
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Watt-hour: measurement of energy, or watts, used over a given period. For 
example, a 50W fan that is on for four hours is equal to 200Wh. 

The Basics Of Off Grid Solar 
 
So how does an off grid solar power system work? It’s a pretty simple 
process! 

The solar panels collect energy from the sun’s rays, which is stored in the 
batteries, so the energy will be available to use after the sun goes down. This 
is the key difference between grid-tied and off-grid solar - grid-tied solar 
doesn’t store any energy for later. To make this easier to understand, you 
can also visualise this as water collection. 

The solar array is like the roof area that collects the rain, and the battery 
bank is like a water tank that stores the rain caught on the roof. When it 
rains, the water fills the tank at a rate proportional to how heavy it is 
raining. More roof area allows you to catch more rain than you would with a 
small roof, even if it’s raining lightly. This is the same for solar panels - more 
solar panels catch more energy on a cloudy day. 

In the same way, having more batteries in your solar system is the same as 
having a larger water tank. You will have more energy available for times 
when there is less sun. Like a water tank, the downside to a large battery 
bank is that it takes longer to charge if the solar array (or the water 
collection area) isn’t sized to match. However, while you can leave a tank 
half filled, leaving batteries in a partial state of charge, and charging them 
up too slowly will reduce the lifespan of the batteries. 

Our off-grid solar kits include two more components to make them work - a 
charge controller and an inverter. The larger your solar array and battery 
bank, the bigger your charge controller needs to be to handle the extra 
energy that's going to be running through it. 

The charge controller goes between the solar panels and the batteries, 
regulating the charge to the batteries. It ensures that they are evenly 
charged at the appropriate voltage and current, up to 100%. When they 
reach 100%, the charge controller cuts off power to the batteries, and when 
you use that energy, the charge controller will top them back up when the 
sun comes out again.  

The batteries store energy as direct current, so the inverter takes that 
energy and turns it into alternating current at 240V, the power your normal 
household appliances are designed to use. The inverter also affects how 
much power you can use at once.  If you think you might need to run a 
high-power item like a microwave, or multiple things at once, you’ll need a 
larger inverter. It’s best to have an inverter that is just large enough to 
handle your power needs, otherwise you run the risk of accidentally using 
more energy than you intended, just because you have it available. 
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Researching solar power can lead you down some incredibly technical and 
confusing rabbit holes, so feel free to get in touch with us if you’re not sure 
what the right solution is for you. 

 

What Not to Run on Solar (and what to run instead) 
 
If it’s your first time off-grid and you’re used to mains power, there are a few 
changes you’ll have to make to adapt to solar power. If you’re already off-grid and 
are now making the switch to solar power, you’ll already be familiar with this list! 

An off-grid solar power system can generally handle most of your day-to-day 
electrical needs if you’ve got the right kit. But there are a few things that aren’t 
recommended for use on solar, because they use a lot of power, and could drain 
your batteries faster than expected.  

The key items to be aware of is anything intended to produce heat – heaters, 
cooktops, hot water cylinders etc. Accommodating for these is the main 
reason why off-grid solar quotes from most companies are so high, but they don't 
need to be if you're willing to adapt your lifestyle a little. 

Heating and Air Conditioning 

Things like heat-pumps and electric heaters chew through power like crazy, and 
since you’re more likely to be running them in winter when there’s less sun, you 
won’t have a lot of energy to waste. 

A cheap 2000W fan heater used for an evening (6 hours) will use approximately 
12KWh – which is more than our Freedom Kit is expected to produce daily in 
winter. Even an efficient panel heater on minimum (using 750W) will still use 
4.5KWh, more than half of the expected output of the Freedom Kit, heavily 
restricting your daily usage. 

When you’re off-grid, your best bet for heating up a room is gas heater or 
woodburner - both have advantages and disadvantages.  

Gas heaters can come in smaller, lighter sizes with lower initial costs, but have 
ongoing fuel costs, can’t be used unsupervised, and create excess moisture. 
Woodburners dehumidify, have cheaper running costs, can produce a lot of heat, 
can be cooked on, and tend to look a lot nicer, but they take up a lot of space, are 
heavy, and cost more initially. Diesel heaters are also an option, like gas. 

Water Heating 

Hot water cylinders, just like heaters, use a lot of power and tend to run for at least 
a few hours a day. A typical water heater runs at 3000W and running for about 3 
hours a day will use 9KWh. Even over the summer months, heating water will put 
a significant dent in the power you have available.  

This also applies to spa pools – even a modern one will use about 6KWh a day, so 
we recommend taking it off solar and using an alternative method for heating 
water. 
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There are a few different options when it comes to non-electric water heating. First 
is an evacuated tube solar collector – cold water is pumped from a water cylinder 
into an array of black tubes (usually on a roof), where it’s heated by the sun and 
returned to the cylinder, using no fuel and only a little power to run the controller 
and pump.  

You can also use a continuous flow gas heater (or califont), in which water is stored 
cold and heated on demand. A wetback is a great option if you’re already running 
a woodburner, as it runs water through pipes in the back of the firebox to heat it. 

Cooking 

Electric ovens and stovetops, just like heaters, use far too much power to be viable 
on solar. The average oven runs at 3000W, and hobs run between 1500-3000W. 
Both tend to run for more than just a few minutes, especially at night and during 
winter when there’s less power to go around.  

Benchtop ovens, hotplates, and slow cookers are all power-hungry as well, so best 
to avoid using these too (though once you're familiar with your system you may 
consider using them in summer if you're confident you have adequate power). 

As with water and heating, the best options for cooking are gas and woodburning, 
with options ranging from an outdoor BBQ or a campfire, to a fully 
plumbed indoor oven or cast-iron woodstove. Gas will typically require a 9V battery 
for spark, depending on the model you choose. 

Electric Vehicle Charging 

It depends on the exact make and model of EV you’re running, as well as your 
usage patterns, but you will likely be using about 9KWh a day to charge an EV. 
We’ve had several people ask us about switching just their EV charging to solar, 
and it’s simply not that practical. To support EV charging off the grid, you will need 
to run a significantly larger solar kit, as the only alternative would be a diesel 
generator! Generally, people running an EV are on the grid and looking to save 
money on their bills, so it’s less likely to be a problem off-grid. 

Other high draw items you might not think of: 

Clothes dryers average about 6KWh per use, so it’s best to switch to an alternative 
method - simply hanging them on the clotheslines or an airing rack. 

Hair dryers can use a lot of power, typically using 800-1800W when heating, but 
can also use as little as 70W when not heating. This is one appliance you can 
continue to use if you’re aware of your usage and use the heating functions for a 
minimal amount of time. 

Pool pumps are easy to overlook, as they’re not used for heating, but can often run 
between 500-2000W depending on the horsepower and running for 24 hours 
means they’ll chew through a lot of power. Your best bet here is to make sure 
you’re using the lowest horsepower pump as is appropriate for your pool, and only 
run them for the minimum amount of time as is necessary (typically 8 hours). 
Turning them off for winter is highly recommended. 

Also, for similar reasons, we recommend using a generator instead of solar to 
power: 
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• Well pumps 

• Bore pumps 

• Air compressors 

• Welders 

• Drop/Table saws 

• Most cable power tools - we recommend switching to cordless, as a solar kit 
can be easily used to charge batteries 

Items that may be okay: 

Certain higher draw items may be okay to run on solar as they are typically only 
used for a short time, usually in summer when you have a surplus of power. These 
include: 

• Blender 

• Airfryer 

• Small slow cooker 

-- 

Technically all these things can be run on solar, but they will require an oversized 
solar kit, so we recommend finding alternative methods wherever you can. If 
you’re looking to be as efficient as possible with your solar power, look to eliminate 
things you don’t really need, or shift them to gas or woodburning. You may also 
choose to keep these items and run them using a petrol/diesel generator. 

If there’s something you’re not sure about that we haven’t mentioned here, it’s 
easy to work out yourself. Find out the wattage of the item you want to use and 
multiply that by the number of hours you will use it. For example, a 1000W 
appliance will use about 166Wh when run for 10 minutes (1000x0.16), and 2000Wh 
when run for 2 hours (1000x2). Then you just take the estimated daily Wh for a kit 
and see if you can fit that much power use into your day alongside your other 
appliances. 

There are a few exceptions to this rule, such as fridges, that don't continuously 
draw the same amount of power. For these, check out the energy star rating to see 
how many kWh they use a year, and divide by 365 to find the daily usage! We’ve 
done a lot of example calculations already that you can use as a guide on our Kit 
pages. 
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FAQS 
 
General 

I’ve got more questions; how can I contact you? 

Email us at info@gridfree.store, message us on Facebook (@gridfreestore) or our 
on-site livechat, or call 09 218 5533 for any questions. 

What payment options do you offer? 

Credit card, EFTPOS, bank transfer, and cash are all accepted. 

What kind of financing do you have? 

Afterpay is available on items under $1200, and we have had customers use Q 
cards and Gem Visa to purchase kits. We can also help with WINZ quotes.  

How much does shipping cost? 

Shipping charges vary depending on kit and location. Rates are at the end of this 
booklet. Please contact us if you want to ship to a rural address as you may incur 
an extra cost.  

Do I need an electrician? 

Our kits are designed to be DIY, so most of it can be wired up yourself if you feel 
comfortable doing it. If you plan to wire the inverter into a switchboard, or you will 
be installing a hybrid inverter, you will legally need an electrician as its 240V AC. 

How much is installation?  

Prices vary depending on the kit, your location, and whether you do any of the 
work. 

We have partnered with Smart Installations to provide this service, so get in touch 
with us for a quote. For areas where they are not available, we may be able to 
recommend an electrician, or you can find your own.  

Where are you? Can I come see you in person? 

We operate out of East Auckland. Get in touch if you’d like to come chat and see 
the products in person, and we can set up a time for you to visit.  

Products 

Are your products compliant with NZ Electrical Standards? 

All our products have the required certification and compliance to be sold in New 
Zealand, and these documents can be supplied with purchase. 

What’s the warranty on your products? 

Our solar panels have a 12-year limited product warranty and 25 linear 
performance warranty. Our Lead Acid batteries have a 3-year limited product 
warranty (based on 50% depth of discharge). Our Lithium batteries have a 5-year 
warranty. Our inverters and hybrid inverters have a 1-year product warranty, and 
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charge controllers have a 2 year product warranty. 
 

What panels do you sell? 

We include Trina PERC Mono panels with all our kits because they're the most 
efficient panels in New Zealand for off-grid use. These panels feature up to 18.94% 
conversion efficiency, severe weather resilience, and excellent low-light 
performance, so we're confident that they'll produce the power you need, even on 
cloudy days. 

Usage 

What kit do I need? 

To get started, check out the "What is this kit capable of running?" section on each 
kit page. You can also contact us for advice. 

To work out more precisely what kit you’ll need, start by calculating your expected 
daily usage of all your appliances in Wh - you can find load calculators online. Then 
take this figure and find a kit that will produce the appropriate Wh for your 
lifestyle. 

The Wh production of each kit changes over the course of the year due to 
changing sunlight hours. In the peak of summer most places of New Zealand get 
between 6-8 sunlight hours, and in winter normally between 3-4. This means you 
may need to adjust your usage to conserve energy over the year or get a larger kit 
to keep up during winter. In the details of each kit, you will find an indication of 
what you can run on that kit, but as a guide, here are the approximate Wh 
productions of each kit over the year, based on 7 and 3 sunlight hours: 

Weekend Warrior: In ideal summer conditions this kit can produce over 5,400Wh 
per day, and during winter about 2,300Wh. 

Tiny House: In ideal summer conditions this kit can produce over 10,900Wh per 
day, and during winter about 4,600Wh. (Smaller battery bank than Bach) 

Bach Kit: In ideal summer conditions this kit can produce over 10,900Wh per day, 
and during winter about 4,600Wh. 

Freedom Kit: In ideal summer conditions this kit can produce over 21,800Wh per 
day, and during winter about 9,300Wh. 

Lifestyle Kit: In ideal summer conditions this kit can produce over 32,700Wh per 
day, and during winter about 14,000Wh. 

Can I add more panels to an existing kit? 

For our 48V systems, the charge controller included will usually allow you to run a 
few extra panels. For our 24V systems (Weekend Warrior, Tiny House), you 
wouldn’t be able to run more panels with the provided charge controller. More 
details can be found at the end of the Kits section. 

Can I add more batteries to an existing kit? 

More batteries can be added to all our off-grid solar kits. Keep in mind that you 
must add a string of batteries that is of the same voltage as your current ones. If 
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you have a 24V system that is made up of 2 x 12V 200Ah batteries, you’ll need to 
add in another 2 x 12V 200Ah batteries and have them connected in parallel to 
your existing battery bank.  

We don't recommend adding batteries to a kit without adding panels except in 
certain situations. More details can be found at the end of the Kits section. 

How many days will the batteries last without sun? 

It depends on your daily consumption, to calculate this take 50% of your battery 
capacity and divide that by your daily consumption. 

For example: 

9.6kwh * 0.5 = 4.8kwh 

4.8kwh / 1.5kwh (Daily consumption) = 3.2 days 

How many years will the batteries last? 

The lifespan of our Gel batteries is typically 4-5 years but if treated well, and not 
discharged heavily, can last over 8 years. 

The lifespan of our Lithium batteries is typically 10-12 years but if treated well, and 
not discharged heavily, can last over 15 years. 

Do the batteries need maintenance? 

Our Deep cycle Gel batteries are completely maintenance-free. They only require a 
3-monthly trickle charge when not in use. 

How much power can I generate? 

Use the wattage output of your panel and multiply by the number of panels you’re 
running. Then multiply by the average sunlight hours in NZ (4 hours). This will vary 
across the year. 

For example: 

If you run 4 x 390W panels, it's a 1560W array. 

1560 x 4 = 6240, so over four hours you’ll produce about 6240Wh with full sun. 
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Our Kits 
The lists of what you can run for each kit are guides to what you might run in the 
course of a day, but can be swapped out to suit your needs, (within the daily Watt 
hour estimations). These estimates are based off the NZ Winter average of 3 hours 
of sunlight per day (Summer averages about 7 hours). This doesn't account for 
situations in which you may have to cut back on your power use, or supplement 
with a generator, due to several days of poor weather preventing your battery 
bank from adequately recharging each day.  

Got questions, or want to customise a kit? Get in touch with one of our friendly 
solar experts to talk about your solar options. Shipping rates for Kits available at 
end of booklet. 

General Specs: 
Weight: 

Panels: 20kg 
Lead Acid Battery: 60kg 
Lithium: 30kg 

Dimensions: 

Panels: 1100x1750x30mm 
Lead Acid Batteries 522x224x240mm 
Lithium: 650 x 260 x 170mm 

General Upgrades: 
Lockable Cabinet:  
A lockable cabinet to install and wire the components into. 800x800x200mm Add 
$600 
 
Remote Monitoring Device: 
MT75 - Epever Remote Monitor Add $68 
Epever Wifi - Download the App and monitor your system from your 
Phone Add $75 

Standard or Hybrid Inverter 
Standard 

• Requires seperate solar charge controller 
• DIY Friendly 
• More affordable 
• Requires a separate battery charger for gen/mains input 
• Standard 3-pin plug socket 

Hybrid 

• Combines inverter and charge controller in one unit 
• Requires an electrician 
• Less affordable 
• Allows for generator/mains input and autostart 
• Must be wired into switchboard  

https://gridfree.store/products/mt75
https://gridfree.store/products/epever-wifi-2-4g
https://gridfree.store/products/epever-wifi-2-4g
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The Weekend Warrior Kit 
The Weekend Warrior kit is an all-in-one 
DIY off grid kitset, a great solution if you're 
looking for a solar van kit or power to your 
off-grid cabin. Save yourself the money and 
hassle looking around for parts or 
components - the Weekend Warrior Kit 
comes with everything you need to go solar.  

Got questions, or want to customise a kit? 
Get in touch with one of our friendly solar 
experts to talk about your solar options. 
Shipping rates for Kits available at end of 
booklet. 

 
What can this kit run? 

Below is an example of one day's total power usage, if you're generating ~2,250Wh 
of energy per day (~3 hours of sun, NZ winter average). These items are a guide, 
and they can be swapped out to suit your needs within the generation estimate. 
This example doesn't account for times when you may have to cut back on power 
use (or supplement with a generator) due to several days of poor weather 
preventing your batteries from fully recharging each day. Learn more 

Our kits are not to be used for vital or life supporting systems, and we do NOT 
recommend our kits for Water/Space Heating, Cooking, or EV charging - Why? 

Standard Kit Contents: 

• 2x 380W+ Trina PERC Mono Half-Cell Solar Panels 
• 2x 200Ah 12V Deep Cycle Gel Batteries - 24V Battery Bank 
• 1x EPEVER 2000W 24V Pure Sine Wave Inverter (IPT2000-22) 
• 1x EPEVER 30A MPPT Charge Controller (Tracer 3210AN) 
• 1x 10m of 6mm2 PV Cable Pair (Red + Black) 
• 1x 3m of 16mm2 Pre-Crimped Cable Pair (Red + Black) 
• 1x 3m of 25mm2 Pre-Crimped Cable Pair (Red + Black) 
• 1x 30cm of 50mm2 Battery Link Cable 
• 1x MCB Enclosure + 15A, 32A, 125A DC Circuit Breakers 
• Z Bracket Mount Kit + Instructions 
• Kit Instruction Manual 

https://gridfree.store/blogs/how-to-articles/why-are-off-grid-solar-quotes-so-high-and-why-they-dont-need-to-be
https://gridfree.store/blogs/how-to-articles/what-not-to-run-on-solar-and-what-to-use-instead
https://gridfree.store/products/trina-390w-perc-mono-half-cell-solar-panel
https://gridfree.store/products/12v200ah-gel-vrla-battery
https://gridfree.store/products/epever-ipower-plus-2kw-24v-inverter
https://gridfree.store/collections/charge-controllers/products/epever-tracer-30a-mppt-charge-controller-3210an
https://gridfree.store/collections/cables/products/6mm-cable-red-black-10m-with-mc4
https://gridfree.store/collections/cables/products/16mm-pre-crimped-cable-red-black-3m
https://gridfree.store/collections/cables/products/25mm-pre-crimped-cable-red-black-3m
https://gridfree.store/collections/cables/products/50mm-battery-link-cable
https://gridfree.store/collections/circuit-breaker
https://gridfree.store/products/z-bracket-solar-mount
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Hybrid Kit Upgrade: 

• Growatt 2000TL 24V Hybrid Inverter replaces Charge Controller and Inverter 
• Hybrid Connection Cables and MCCB Breakers replaces cables/breakers 

 

Specs 

Daily Expected Output: Array: 2 x 385-395W 
Winter: 2.25 kWh - 3 sunlight hours 
Summer: 5.25 kWh - 7 sunlight hours 
 
Inverter Output: 
Standard: 2000W, 4000W Surge 
Hybrid Inverter (Upgrade): 2000W, 4000VA Surge 
 
Storage Capacity: 
Standard Gel: 4.8kWh / 2.4kWh Usable at 50% depth of discharge 
 
Charge Controller: 
Standard: 30A, supports up to 2 Solar Panels 
Hybrid (Upgrade): 50A, supports 4 Solar Panels 

Additional Options and Upgrades 

DIY Lockable Cabinet:  
A lockable cabinet to install and wire the components into.  
Add $600 for just the cabinet 
 
EPEVER Remote Monitoring Device: For use with standalone inverter 
MT75 - Epever Remote Monitor Add $68 
Epever Wifi - Download the Phone App and monitor your system remotely Add 
$75 
 
Growatt WIFI-F Monitoring Device: For use with Hybrid inverter 
Wifi-F is a plug and play monitoring device to help monitor the status of system. 
This device is installed on the hybrid inverter. Add $150 

For any of the following upgrade options, please contact us prior to purchase, as 
they may require additional components. 

Solar Panel Mount 
Choice of Universal Roof Mount or Corrugated Iron Roof Mount: Add $600 
Choice of Ground Mount or Tilt Mount: Add $800 

Solar Panels: 
Requires Charge Controller is upgraded: Add $320 for 60A (allows for 4 panels 
total) 
Add more solar panels, sets of 2: Add $500 per panel  

Batteries: 
Add Gel Batteries, sets of 2 (parallel connection): $750 per battery  

https://gridfree.store/collections/accessory/products/cabinet-assembled
https://gridfree.store/products/mt75
https://gridfree.store/products/epever-wifi-2-4g
https://gridfree.store/products/epever-wifi-2-4g
https://gridfree.store/products/growatt-wifi-f
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Tiny House Kit 
The Tiny House Kit is a complete DIY 
off-grid solar kit, designed for tiny 
house owners needing to optimise 
power with space restraints. Tested by 
our solar experts and customers, it's 
proven to be the ultimate choice for 
tiny homes, with enough solar panels 
for tiny house owners to get the 
power they need.  

Got questions, or want to customise a 
kit? Get in touch with one of our 
friendly solar experts to talk about your 
solar options. Shipping rates for Kits 
available at end of booklet. 

 
What can this kit run? 

Below is an example of what you can run throughout a day if you are generating 
4,500Wh of energy (~3 sunlight hours, Winter) with 2 batteries for storage. We do 
NOT recommend using this solar kit for Water Heating, Space Heating or 
Cooking applications. 

 
 Standard Kit: 

• 4x 380W+ Trina PERC Mono Half-Cell Solar Panels 
• 2x 200Ah 12V Deep Cycle Gel Batteries - 24V battery bank 
• 1x EPEVER 2000W 24V Pure Sine Wave Inverter (IPT2000-22) 
• 1x EPEVER 60A MPPT Charge Controller (Tracer 6415AN) 
• 1x 10m of 6mm2 PV Cable Pair (Red + Black) 
• 1x 2m of 6mm2 PV Y-Branch Cable Pair 
• 1x 3m of 16mm2 Pre-Crimped Cable Pair (Red + Black) 
• 1x 3m of 25mm2 Pre-Crimped Cable Pair (Red + Black) 
• 1x 30cm of 50mm2 Battery Link Cable 
• 1x MCB Enclosure + 32A, 63A, 125A DC Circuit Breakers 
• 2x 20A MC4 PV Inline Fuse 
• Choice of Panel Mount Set + Instructions 

https://gridfree.store/products/trina-390w-perc-mono-half-cell-solar-panel
https://gridfree.store/products/12v200ah-gel-vrla-battery
https://gridfree.store/products/epever-ipower-plus-2kw-24v-inverter
https://gridfree.store/products/epever-60a-mppt-charge-controller-tracer-6415an-12-24-36-48v-auto
https://gridfree.store/collections/cables/products/6mm-cable-red-black-10m-with-mc4
https://gridfree.store/collections/cables/products/y-branch-connectors-2-meter
https://gridfree.store/collections/cables/products/16mm-pre-crimped-cable-red-black-3m
https://gridfree.store/collections/cables/products/25mm-pre-crimped-cable-red-black-3m
https://gridfree.store/collections/cables/products/50mm-battery-link-cable
https://gridfree.store/collections/circuit-breaker
https://gridfree.store/collections/accessory/products/20a-in-line-fuse
https://gridfree.store/blogs/how-to-articles/how-to-choose-your-solar-panel-mount
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• Kit Instruction Manual 
 
 
Hybrid Kit Upgrade: 

• Growatt 2000TL 24V Hybrid Inverter replaces Charge Controller and Inverter 
• Hybrid Connection Cables and MCCB Breakers replaces cables/breakers 

 
Specs: 

Daily Expected Output: Array: 4 x 385-395W 
Winter: 4.5 kWh - 3 sunlight hours 
Summer: 10.5 kWh - 7 sunlight hours 
 
Inverter Output: 
Standard: 2000W, 4000W Surge 
Hybrid Inverter (Upgrade): 2000W, 4000VA Surge 
 
Storage Capacity: 
Standard GEL Lead Acid: 4.8kWh / 2.4kWh Usable at 50% depth of discharge 
 
Charge Controller: 
Standard: 60A, supports up to 4 Solar Panels 
Hybrid (Upgrade): 50A, supports 4 Solar Panels 

Additional Options and Upgrades 

DIY Lockable Cabinet:  
A lockable cabinet to install and wire the components into. Add $600 for just the 
cabinet 
 
EPEVER Remote Monitoring Device: For use with standalone inverter 
MT75 - Epever Remote Monitor Add $68 
Epever Wifi - Download the App and monitor your system remotely from your 
Phone Add $75 
 
Growatt WIFI-F Monitoring Device: For use with Hybrid inverter 
Wifi-F is a plug and play monitoring device to help monitor the status of system. 
This device is installed on the hybrid inverter. Add $150 

For any of the following upgrade options, please contact us prior to purchase, as 
they may require additional components. 

Solar Panels: 
Panels cannot be added without upgrading the charge controller. 
Add more solar panels, sets of 2: Add $500 per panel  

Batteries: 
Add Gel Batteries, sets of 2 (parallel connection): $750 per battery 

  

https://gridfree.store/collections/accessory/products/cabinet-assembled
https://gridfree.store/products/mt75
https://gridfree.store/products/epever-wifi-2-4g
https://gridfree.store/products/epever-wifi-2-4g
https://gridfree.store/products/growatt-wifi-f
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Bach Kit 
This complete DIY off-grid solar power kit is 
simple and affordable, ideal for one adult 
using it full time. Get solar power for your 
camper van or house bus! This is our most 
popular kit, and a great choice for off-grid 
cabins or baches. 

Got questions, or want to customise a kit? Get 
in touch with one of our friendly solar experts 
to talk about your solar options. Shipping 
rates for Kits available at end of booklet. 

 
What can this kit run? 

Below is an example of what you can run throughout a day if you are generating 
4,500Wh of energy (~3 sunlight hours, Winter). We do NOT recommend using this 
solar kit for Water Heating, Space Heating or Cooking applications. 

Standard Kit: 

• 4x 380W+ Trina PERC Mono Half-Cell Solar Panels 
• 4x 200Ah 12V Gel Deep Cycle Battery - 48V battery bank 
• 1x EPEVER 3000W 48V Pure Sine Wave Inverter (IPT3000-42) 
• 1x EPEVER 60A MPPT Charge Controller (Tracer 6415AN) 
• 1x 10m of 6mm2 PV Cable Pair (Red + Black) 
• 1x 2m of 6mm2 PV Y-Branch Cable Pair (Red + Black) 
• 1x 3m of 16mm2 Pre-Crimped Cable Pair (Red + Black) 
• 1x 3m of 25mm2 Pre-Crimped Cable Pair (Red + Black) 
• 3x 30cm of 50mm2 Battery Link Cable 
• 1x MCB Enclosure + 32A, 63A, 125A DC Circuit Breakers 
• 2x 20A MC4 PV Inline Fuse 
• Choice of Panel Mount Set + Instructions 
• Kit Instruction Manual 

https://gridfree.store/products/trina-390w-perc-mono-half-cell-solar-panel
https://gridfree.store/products/12v200ah-gel-vrla-battery
https://gridfree.store/collections/inverters/products/ipower-plus-3kw-48v-inverter
https://gridfree.store/products/epever-60a-mppt-charge-controller-tracer-6415an-12-24-36-48v-auto
https://gridfree.store/collections/cables/products/6mm-cable-red-black-10m-with-mc4
https://gridfree.store/collections/cables/products/y-branch-connectors-2-meter
https://gridfree.store/collections/cables/products/16mm-pre-crimped-cable-red-black-3m
https://gridfree.store/collections/cables/products/25mm-pre-crimped-cable-red-black-3m
https://gridfree.store/collections/cables/products/50mm-battery-link-cable
https://gridfree.store/collections/circuit-breaker
https://gridfree.store/collections/accessory/products/20a-in-line-fuse
https://gridfree.store/blogs/how-to-articles/how-to-choose-your-solar-panel-mount
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Hybrid Kit Upgrade: 

• Growatt 5kw TL HVM Hybrid replaces Inverter and Charge Controller 
• Hybrid Connection Cables and MCCB Breakers replaces cables/breakers 

 
Lithium Kit Upgrade: 

• Growatt ARK Lithium Batteries replaces Gel Deep Cycle Battery 
• Lithium Battery Cable set replaces Battery Link cables. 

 
Specs 

Daily Expected Output: Array: 4 x 385-395W 
Winter: 4.5 kWh - 3 sunlight hours 
Summer: 10.5 kWh - 7 sunlight hours 
 
Inverter Output: 
Standard: 3000W, 6900W Surge 
or Hybrid Inverter (Upgrade): 5000W, 10KVA Surge 
or Hybrid Inverter (Upgrade): 6000W, 18KVA Surge 
 
Storage Capacity: 
Standard GEL Lead Acid: 9.6kWh / 4.8kWh Usable at 50% depth of discharge 
Lithium (Upgrade): 5.12kwh / 4.09kwh Usable at 80% depth of discharge  (+$2600) 
 
Charge Controller: 
Standard: 60A, supports up to 8 panels 
Hybrid (Upgrade): 80A, supports up to 12 panels per unit *Parallel up to 6 units. 

Additional Options and Upgrades 

DIY Lockable Cabinet:  
A lockable cabinet to install and wire the components into. Add $600  
 
EPEVER Remote Monitoring Device: For use with standalone inverter 
MT75 - Epever Remote Monitor Add $68 
Epever Wifi - Download the App and monitor your system remotely Add $75 
 
Growatt WIFI-F Monitoring Device: For use with Hybrid inverter 
Wifi-F is a plug and play monitoring device to help monitor the status of system. 
This device is installed on the hybrid inverter. Add $150 

For any of the following upgrade options, please contact us prior to purchase, as 
they may require additional components. 

Solar Panels: 
Add more solar panels, sets of 2: Add $500 per panel.  

Batteries: 
Add Gel Batteries, sets of 4: $750 per battery 
Add Growatt ARK Batteries: $3000per battery 
 

https://gridfree.store/collections/accessory/products/cabinet-assembled
https://gridfree.store/products/mt75
https://gridfree.store/products/epever-wifi-2-4g
https://gridfree.store/products/growatt-wifi-f
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Hybrid Inverter: 
Upgrade from 5000W to 6000W Growatt 6kW SPF Low-Freq: +$300  
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Freedom Kit 
Our Freedom Kit puts the power back in 
your hands. This one of our most popular off 
grid solar power systems for lifestyle blocks 
and homesteads, providing enough power 
to accommodate a lot of home comforts.  

Got questions, or want to customise a kit? 
Get in touch with one of our friendly solar 
experts to talk about your solar options. 
Shipping rates for Kits available at end of 
booklet. 
 
What can this kit run? 

Below is an example of what you can run throughout a day if you are generating 
9000Wh of energy (~3 sunlight hours, Winter). We do NOT recommend using this 
solar kit for Water Heating, Space Heating or Cooking applications. 

Standard Kit: 

• 8x 380W+ Trina PERC Mono Half-Cell Solar Panels 
• 8x 200Ah 12V Deep Cycle Gel Batteries - 48V battery bank 
• 1x EPEVER 3000W 48V Pure Sine Wave Inverter (IPT3000-42) 
• 1x EPEVER 100A MPPT Charge Controller (Tracer 10415AN) 
• 2x 10m of 6mm2 PV Cable Pair (Red + Black) 
• 2x 2m of 6mm2 PV Y-Branch Cable Pair (Red + Black) 
• 1x 3m of 10mm2 Pre-Crimped Cable Pair (Red + Black) 
• 2x 3m of 25mm² Pre-Crimped Cable Pair (Red + Black) 
• 7x 30cm of 50mm2 Battery Link Cable 
• 2x 2m of 50mm² Battery Link Cable 
• 1x MCB Enclosure + 2x 32A DC, 2x 125A DC Circuit Breakers 
• 1x 8-Way Fuse Box with Combiner 
• 1x ANL Fuse and Fuse Holder 
• 4x 20A MC4 PV Inline Fuse 

https://gridfree.store/products/trina-390w-perc-mono-half-cell-solar-panel
https://gridfree.store/products/12v200ah-gel-vrla-battery
https://gridfree.store/products/ipower-plus-3kw-48v-inverter
https://gridfree.store/products/epever-100a-mppt-charge-controller-tracer-10415an-12-24-36-48v-auto
https://gridfree.store/collections/cables/products/6mm-cable-red-black-10m-with-mc4
https://gridfree.store/collections/cables/products/y-branch-connectors-2-meter
https://gridfree.store/collections/cables/products/25mm-pre-crimped-cable-red-black-3m
https://gridfree.store/collections/cables/products/50mm-battery-link-cable
https://gridfree.store/collections/cables/products/50mm-pre-crimped-x-2m
https://gridfree.store/collections/circuit-breaker
https://gridfree.store/collections/accessory/products/anl-100a-150a-fuse
https://gridfree.store/collections/accessory/products/20a-in-line-fuse
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• Choice of Panel Mount Set + Instructions 
• Kit Instruction Manual 

 
Hybrid Kit Upgrade: 

• Growatt 5kw TL HVM Hybrid replaces Inverter and Charge Controller 
• Hybrid Connection Cables and Hybrid Connection MCCB Breakers 

 
Lithium Kit Upgrade: 

• Growatt ARK Lithium Batteries replaces Gel Deep Cycle Battery 
• Lithium Battery Cable set replaces Battery Link cables. 

 
Specs 

Daily Expected Output: Array: 8 x 385-395W 
Winter: 9 kWh - 3 sunlight hours 
Summer: 21 kWh - 7 sunlight hours 
 
Inverter Output: 
Standard: 3000W, 6900W Surge 
Hybrid Inverter/Charger (Upgrade): 5000W, 10KVA Surge 
 
Storage Capacity: 
Standard GEL Lead Acid: 19.2kWh / 9.6kWh Usable at 50% depth of discharge 
Lithium (Upgrade): 10.24kwh / 8.19kwh Usable at 80% depth of discharge  (+$5,200) 
 
Charge Controller: 
Standard: 100A, supports up to 12 panels 
Hybrid (Upgrade): 80A, supports up to 12 panels per unit *Parallel up to 6 units. 

Options and Upgrades 

DIY Lockable Cabinet:  
A lockable cabinet to install and wire the components into. Add $600  
 
EPEVER Remote Monitoring Device: For use with standalone inverter 
MT75 - Epever Remote Monitor Add $68 
Epever Wifi - Download the App and monitor your system remotely Add $75 
 
Growatt WIFI-F Monitoring Device: For use with Hybrid inverter 
Wifi-F is a plug and play monitoring device to monitor the system status. Add $150 

For any of the following upgrade options, please contact us prior to purchase, as 
they may require additional components. 

Solar Panels: 
Add more solar panels, sets of 4: Add $500 per panel.  

Batteries: 
Add Gel Batteries, sets of 4: $750 per battery 
Add Growatt ARK Batteries: $3000 per battery 
 

https://gridfree.store/blogs/how-to-articles/how-to-choose-your-solar-panel-mount
https://gridfree.store/collections/accessory/products/cabinet-assembled
https://gridfree.store/products/mt75
https://gridfree.store/products/epever-wifi-2-4g
https://gridfree.store/products/growatt-wifi-f
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Hybrid Inverter: 
Upgrade from 5000W to 6000W Growatt 6kW SPF Low-Freq: +$300  
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Lifestyle Kit 
The Lifestyle Kit is the ultimate off-grid 
energy solution, designed to 
provide solar power for off-grid living in 
New Zealand with all the comforts of 
home. This kit powers more everyday 
household appliances and includes a 
hybrid inverter/charger as standard 
(electrician required). 
Got questions, or want to customise a 
kit? Get in touch with one of our friendly 
solar experts to talk about your solar 
options. Shipping rates for Kits available 
at end of booklet.  

 
What can this kit run? 

Below is an example of what you can run throughout a day if you are generating 
9000Wh of energy (~3 sunlight hours, Winter). We do NOT recommend using this 
solar kit for Water Heating, Space Heating or Cooking applications. 

 

Standard Kit: 

• 12x 380W+ Trina PERC Mono Half-Cell Solar Panels 
• 12x 200Ah 12V Deep Cycle Gel Batteries - 48V battery bank 
• 1x Growatt 5kW 48V Hybrid Inverter (SPF 5000 ES) 
• 2x 10m of 6mm2 PV Cable Pair (Red + Black) 
• 1x 3m of 10mm2 Pre-Crimped Cable Pair (Red + Black) 
• 1x 1m of 35mm2 Pre-Crimped Cable Pair (Red + Black) 
• 1x 3m of 35mm2 Pre-Crimped Cable Pair (Red + Black) 

https://gridfree.store/products/trina-390w-perc-mono-half-cell-solar-panel
https://gridfree.store/products/12v200ah-gel-vrla-battery
https://gridfree.store/products/growatt-5kw-es
https://gridfree.store/collections/cables/products/6mm-cable-red-black-10m-with-mc4
https://gridfree.store/collections/cables/products/25mm-pre-crimped-cable-red-black-3m
https://gridfree.store/collections/cables/products/25mm-pre-crimped-cable-red-black-3m
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• 11x 50mm² Battery Link Cable 
• 4x 50mm² 2m Battery Link Cable 
• 1x 200A MCCB 
• 1x 8-Way Fuse Box with Combiner 
• 4x PV Fuse + Fuse Holder 
• 2x ANL Fuse + Fuse Holder 
• 2x PV Isolator Switch 
• 1x Tool Kit incl. 4x MC4 Connector pairs 
• 1x PV Safety Sticker Set 
• Choice of Panel Mount Set + Instructions 
• Kit Instruction Manual 

 
Lithium Battery Upgrade 

• Remove all cables except 6mm2 and 35mm2, add Growatt Cable Set 
• Remove GEL batteries, add 6x Growatt 2.56kW ARK Lithium Battery  

 
Specs 

Daily Expected Output: Array: 12 x 385-395W 
Winter: 13.5 kWh - 3 sunlight hours 
Summer: 31.5 kWh - 7 sunlight hours 
 
Inverter Output: 
Hybrid Inverter/Charger: 5000W, 10KVA Surge 
 
Storage Capacity: 
Standard GEL Lead Acid: 28.8kWh / 14.4kWh Usable at 50% depth of discharge 
Lithium (Upgrade): 15.36kwh / 12.3kwh Usable at 80% depth of discharge  (+$5,200) 
 
Charge Controller: 
Growatt 5kW ES Hybrid: 100A, supports up to 12 panels per unit *Hybrid inverter 
can be paralleled up to 6 units. 

Additional Options and Upgrades 

DIY Lockable Cabinet:  
A lockable cabinet to install and wire the components into. Add $600  
 
Growatt WIFI-F Monitoring Device: For use with Hybrid inverter 
Wifi-F is a plug and play monitoring device to help monitor the status of system. 
This device is installed on the hybrid inverter. Add $150 

For any of the following upgrade options, please contact us prior to purchase, as 
they may require additional components. 

Solar Panels: 
Add more solar panels, sets of 4: Add $500 per panel  

Batteries: 
Add Gel Batteries, sets of 4: $750 per battery 
Add Growatt ARK Lithium Batteries: $3000 per battery 
 
Hybrid Inverter: 

https://gridfree.store/collections/cables/products/50mm-battery-link-cable
https://gridfree.store/collections/cables/products/50mm-battery-link-cable
https://gridfree.store/collections/circuit-breaker/products/200a-mccb
https://gridfree.store/collections/circuit-breaker
https://gridfree.store/collections/circuit-breaker/products/pv-fuse-and-fuse-holder
https://gridfree.store/collections/accessory/products/20a-in-line-fuse
https://gridfree.store/collections/accessory/products/dc-isolating-switch
https://gridfree.store/collections/accessory/products/solar-pv-warning-label-kit
https://gridfree.store/blogs/how-to-articles/how-to-choose-your-solar-panel-mount
https://gridfree.store/collections/accessory/products/cabinet-assembled
https://gridfree.store/products/growatt-wifi-f
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Additional 5000W units: Add $2,550 per unit 
Upgrade from 5000W to 6000W Growatt 6kW SPF Low-Freq: Add $300  
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Solar Kits 
Comparison Guide 

  The 
Weekend 

Warrior Kit 
$4,200.00 

The Tiny 
House Kit 
$6,000.00 

The Bach 
Kit 

$7,500.00 

The 
Freedom 

Kit 
$13,000.00 

Lifestyle 
Kit 

$19,800.00 

Best For Campervans, 
Weekend 
Getaways 

Tiny Houses, 
Campervans, 

Buses, 
mainly 

daytime use 

Full-time 
living for 1 

adult, 
cabins, 
house-
buses 

Full-time 
living for 2 

adults, 
homesteads 

Full-time 
family 
living, 

lifestyle 
blocks 

Est. 
Solar 

Output 
Per Day 

2x 385-
395W  

Summer: 
5,250Wh 
Winter: 

2,250Wh 

4x 385-
395W  

Summer: 
 10,500Wh 

Winter: 
 4,500Wh 

4x 385-
395W  

Summer: 
10,500Wh 

Winter: 
4,500Wh 

8x 385-
395W  

Summer: 
21,000Wh 

Winter: 
9,000Wh 

12x 385-
395W  

Summer: 
31,500Wh 

Winter: 
13,500Wh 

Battery 
Storage 

2x 12V 200Ah 
4.8kWh 

2x 12V 200Ah 
4.8kWh 

4x 12V 
200Ah 
9.6kWh 

8x 12V 
200Ah 

19.2kWh 

12x 12V 
200Ah 

28.8kWh 
Pure 
Sine 

Wave 
Inverter 

2000W 2000W 3000W 3000W 5000W 
Hybrid 

Inverter 

Expand 
after 

install?** 

No No Up to 8 
panels 
and 8 

batteries 

Up to 12 
panels and 
12 batteries 

No 

Day One 
Upgrade 

3000W 
Inverter, or 

3000W 
Hybrid 

Inverter† 

3000W 
Inverter or 

3000W 
Hybrid 

Inverter† 

5000W 
Hybrid 

Inverter, 
Lithium 

Batteries 

5000W 
Hybrid 

Inverter, 
 Lithium 
Batteries 

Lithium 
Batteries 

DIY^ Except for 
Hybrid 

Inverter 
install, if 

using 

Except for 
Hybrid 

Inverter 
install, if 

using 

Except for 
Hybrid 

Inverter 
install, if 

using 

Except for 
Hybrid 

Inverter 
install, if 

using 

Except for 
Hybrid 

Inverter 
install 

Mount Z Brackets Choice of 
fixed Roof or 

Ground 

Choice of 
fixed 

Roof or 
Ground 

Choice of 
fixed Roof 
or Ground 

Choice of 
fixed 

Roof or 
Ground 

 

*Kit Contents do change on occasion, mainly the solar panels - as higher wattage panels become 
available we upgrade the kits to include these. Wattage will always be above 345W, and we're happy 
to confirm our current stock at any time. 
 
**We recommend reading this article if you think you may wish to expand an existing off grid kit from 

https://gridfree.store/blogs/how-to-articles/expanding-a-gridfree-solar-power-kit
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us with more solar panels or batteries. 
 
***The Standard Batteries offer a 3-5 year lifespan, are 60kg each, and have a 50% usable depth of 
discharge. Lithium offer a 10+ year lifespan, are only 30kg each, have an 80% usable depth of 
discharge - one lithium battery has comparable capacity to two Gel. 
 
^Installation of all our standard off grid solar kits can be done fully DIY in NZ , as they're all Extra 
Low Voltage, and the inverter has a standard 3-pin plug to allow you to easily use the generated 
power with a multiboard. However, an electrician is legally required if you choose to wire the 
standard inverter into your household switchboard, and always when wiring the hybrid inverter into 
your household switchboard or generator, as these both involve 240V. 
 
†A Hybrid Inverter unit replaces the charge controller and inverter in a standard system, and allows 
for generator mains/input to charge your batteries without the need for a separate battery charger. It 
legally requires an electrician to install. 

Need a little more help sizing your system and figuring out off grid solar in NZ? Check out our Off 
Grid Basics blog. 

  

https://gridfree.store/blogs/how-to-articles/off-grid-basics-solar-power-systems-101
https://gridfree.store/blogs/how-to-articles/off-grid-basics-solar-power-systems-101
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Choosing a mount for your kit 
 

We have a lot of customers asking for our advice when it comes to choosing 
between a roof mount or a ground mount for their off-grid solar setup, so in this 
article we will explain the differences between the two, and outline their benefits 
of each, to help you decide which mounting system is best suited for your off-grid 
project. 

Ground Mount: 

Ground mounts are usually the more popular option in an off-grid solar system, as 
you can freely adjust it to get the perfect alignment for max solar yield. There are 
several positives to choosing a ground mount system, as they are easier to clean, 
and the number and size of your solar panels size does not have to be restricted to 
the dimensions of your roof. It also gives you greater freedom to expand your solar 
system in the future. These mounts allow you to set the angle of your solar panels 
on install (but cannot be adjusted later). 

However, ground mount systems are usually more expensive as they require more 
parts, and installation can be labour intensive due to the need to dig holes and 
pour concrete. It also takes up a lot more space than roof mounts! So, consider the 
ground mount if you have plans to expand your system in the next couple of years. 
Make sure your soil is suitable for installation as it can be extremely difficult to 
install when you have hard soil. 

Universal Roof Mount: 

Roof mounts are very popular as they’re cheaper and easier to install. It’s also the 
best option if you have a limited amount of space, such as a small cabin or 
campervan. You save all the trouble of digging holes, sampling soils, working to 
government/council regulations, and you avoid purchasing expensive materials 
like concrete and poles. 

There are downsides of the roof mounts too. They can be less efficient, depending 
on the position of your home and the angle of your roof (as they are mounted 
parallel to your roof), as well as being harder to clean and access. The biggest 
problem of all is the restraint on further expansions. The roof mount can be a good 
option if you’re working with limited space and have a structurally sound roof. 
You’ll enjoy the benefit of solar power while only paying a fraction of the cost to set 
it up. 

Corrugated Iron Roof Mount: 

Corrugated iron roof mounts are a rail-free system designed to mound your panels 
flush to your corrugated iron roof. These offer the same pros and cons as a 
universal roof mount, but are slightly less labour instensive to install as there a 
fewer parts. 

Tilt Mount:  

The tilt mount can be installed on your roof or the ground, the key difference is 
that they allow you to adjust the angle of your panels throughout the year to 
account for changes in the angle of sunlight.  
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Upgrading your battery bank 
 

When it comes to setting up your own off-grid solar system, the best batteries for 
off grid solar depends on your needs.  

Lead Acid Battery 

Firstly, with the Lead Acid Gel Deep Cycle Battery, we have an affordable 
workhorse. Designed with a greater Depth of Discharge than most GEL batteries, 
and a focus on high capacity, this battery is ideal for smaller scale off-grid solar 
power systems, such as baches and cabins. Higher temperature resistance also 
makes these sealed Lead-Acid batteries the best choice for anyone anticipating 
extreme weather, with an effective discharge range from -40° C ~60° C.     

With a lifespan of 3-7 years, depending on the specific battery and usage, this 
battery has an estimated cycle life of 1422 cycles at 50% D.o.D. This is a very 
affordable option to use while waiting for other battery options to develop and 
drop in price. 

Lithium  

Lithium batteries, sometimes called LiFePO4 for their chemical makeup, are by no 
small margin the most expensive option we have available. By no means a worse 
investment, lithium batteries are designed to operate under heavy use, long term, 
with no maintenance. As such, they make back the initial expense over their much 
longer 10–15-year lifespan, when compared to Lead batteries. They’re also 
significantly lighter, making them a great option for weight-sensitive situations.   

What is the best battery for off-grid solar? 

So, what is the best battery for off-grid solar? Our standard 200Ah Gel Deep Cycle 
Battery is a workhorse that is popular with our customers and offers a balance of 
being a great battery at an affordable price with a lifespan of 3-7 years if treated 
good to well. 

However, the best batteries for off grid solar depends on your particular uses as 
each type of battery outlined above offers strengths and weaknesses. The Gel 
Deep Cycle battery, as the cheapest option available, is suited to small scale solar 
operations. These smaller scale systems will avoid overly taxing the lower charge 
available to these batteries and get the most use out of them in the long run. 
However, when the requirements are as high as that of a full time, off-grid 
residence, Lithium-Ion batteries can become a more economical solution, for their 
longevity and effective charge. We offer the GEL batteries as standard in all our kits 
to ensure they remain an affordable option, though all kits can be upgraded to use 
our other batteries.  
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Expanding a GridFree Solar Power Kit 
 
After running your system for a few seasons, you might be considering expanding 
your solar power system, either by adding additional batteries or solar panels. 
There are a couple of things to consider before you do. 

Should I add more batteries to a GridFree kit? 

While it is possible, we don’t usually recommend it unless you’ll be adding more 
solar panels at the same time. If you’re wanting more batteries because you’re 
concerned about running out of power, adding batteries is likely to create more 
problems. You’ll still have the same amount of PV input, but with more batteries to 
charge, so it will take longer and be more difficult to charge your batteries back up 
to 100% without heavily reducing your power usage. It’s very important that your 
battery bank does get charged back up to 100% as much as possible, as leaving it 
at a state of partial discharge will degrade them. 

The other thing to be aware of is that adding batteries more than 6 months down 
the track will have an adverse effect on the lifespan of the new batteries – when 
new batteries are wired in with old batteries, their lifespan is reduced to that of the 
older batteries. 

How do I add more panels and Gel batteries to a kit? 

When expanding the kit, you may need to upgrade your charge controller and 
possibly your inverter. This will depend on the wattage of your existing panels, how 
many you add, the voltage of your battery bank, and how many batteries you 
intend to add. 

The Starter and Weekend Warrior kits cannot support additional panels without 
upgrading the charge controller. The Tiny House Kit will support an extra two 
batteries. The Bach Kit can support an additional 4 panels and 4 batteries. The 
Freedom Kit can support an additional 6 panels and 4 batteries. The Lifestyle Kit is 
not expandable. 

Can I just add more panels to a GridFree kit? 

Yes! If you feel like you are running out of power, we generally recommend adding 
more panels to a kit (rather than just batteries). If you currently have enough 
power (when the batteries can be fully charged), and you're mainly concerned 
about getting through periods of less sun, then adding more panels is the better 
choice. On low-light days you'll have a much easier time charging your existing 
batteries to full! 

Keep in mind that panels generally need to be added according to your existing 
charge controller’s capacity, and with smaller kits you will likely need to upgrade 
the charge controller to support more panels, as detailed above. There are also 
some differences depending on the wattage of your solar panels, as the wattage of 
our panels has increased over the years. 

-- 
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If you’re looking to buy a kit and think you may want to expand it in future, let us 
know and we can make sure you’re set up with the right components to make 
expansion easy.  
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Installers 
 

All our kits are designed to be fully DIY, but are also easy to pass over to an 
electrician if you prefer not to do all or some of the install.  

We have a network of local electricians we can recommend that are familiar with 
GridFree kits. These are listed on our website gridfree.store/pages/find-an-installer . 
Contact them directly to organise installations.  
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Shipping Rates 
The following shipping rates for each of our kits have been calculated for shipping 
to non-rural addresses in each region. Shipping for rural address is calculated at 
checkout. Some customers may choose to have their kits shipped to the closest 
Mainfreight depot for pick up, or a business in town. Pickup from our warehouse in 
Auckland is free. Subject to change.  

CITY WEEKEND 
($) 

TINY HOUSE 
($) 

BACH ($) FREEDOM 
($) 

LIFESTYLE 
($) 

NORTHLAND 400 450 520 600 700 

AUCKLAND  125 150 200 250 250 

WAIKATO 230 250 300 320 350 

BAY OF PLENTY 180 200 300 320 350 

GISBORNE 300 350 400 500 550 

TARANAKI 280 300 350 400 450 

MANAWATU- 
WANGANUI 

250 300 320 350 450 

HAWKE'S BAY 250 300 320 350 400 

WELLINGTON 260 285 330 360 465 

NELSON 450 550 605 650 700 

TASMAN 400 450 500 680 750 

MARLBOROUGH 450 550 605 650 750 

WEST COAST 600 650 700 750 900 

CANTERBURY 300 350 400 500 590 

OTAGO 450 500 605 650 720 

SOUTHLAND 550 600 650 750 915 
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Customer Stories 
 

Marie built her own tiny house on wheels, and is 
now powering a number of appliances in it with her 
Tiny House Kit. These include lights, a fridge, a 
washing machine, device chargers, a portable 
projector, fans, a blender, and a waste disposal unit. 
She opted to upgrade to the hybrid inverter, as her 
budget was limited and she wanted the option to 
charge her batteries using mains or generator 
power when she needed a little extra power over 
winter. Read more: gridfree.store/marie 

 
Stacey converted an old ambulance into a quirky 
campervan and now powers his frequent 
weekend getaways with a Weekend Warrior Kit. 
With his batteries, inverter, and battery charger 
neatly tucked into the old oxygen tank storage, 
and two panels on the roof, he powers lights, a 
water pump, a minifridge, and device chargers. 
Stacey was one of our very first customers and his 
kit is still going strong! 

Read more: gridfree.store/stacey 

 

Karen and Hayden purchased a Bach Kit to run 
their off-grid cabin and workshop while they 
prepare to build. They’re powering all their kitchen 
appliances, cordless tool chargers, lights, a fridge 
and freezer, a washing machine, and a dryer. They 
also have a generator to allow them to use higher 
draw items like power tools, so they opted for the 
hybrid inverter so they could use the generator to 
charge the batteries when they need help over 
winter. Read more: gridfree.store/karen 

 
Marcia started with a Bach Kit in early summer for 
her 3 bedroom family home, with a plan to 
upgrade. We swapped out the charge controller 
for a bigger one, and at the beginning of winter 
they added 4 more panels and batteries to their 
system to create a Freedom Kit. They now run a 
number of kitchen and household appliances, 
including a TV, a modem, washing machine and 
dryer, and lighting, and Marcia has taught her 
family to be mindful of power and check on the 
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battery charge. Read more: gridfree.store/marcia 

Contact Us 
 

Get in touch with the GridFree team: 

Call 09 218 5533 

Email info@gridfree.store 

Visit by appointment Unit C4, 27 Smales Road, East Tamaki, 
Auckland 

Message us on the website gridfree.store 

Message us on Facebook @gridfreestore 

 


